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The Whale 

 I recently saw the Marin Theatre Company’s production of Samuel D. Hunter’s play,  The 

Whale.  It won the 2011 Sky Cooper Award for a New American play. It was also awarded the  

Off Broadway League’s Lucille Lortel Award for Best Play in 2013.  Hunter, himself, was this year 

named as the recipient of a MacArthur genius award.  Hunter claims that he looks to find the 

extraordinary in the everyday lives of ordinary ( if, often enough, quite complicated) people,  

people like those in the small Idaho town where Hunter was born and raised. The people in  

Hunter’s plays are regular people, doing their best, searching for meaning and order in their 

small corner of the world. Since the characters in his plays can seem so ordinary, it can be easy 

to distance ourselves from them or lack understanding of their view of the world or their  

plights. 

 The central character in The Whale  is Charlie, a gentle but grieving giant, beached up on 

a couch in Northern Idaho. He weighs in at nearly 600 pounds and is a shut-in who spends his 

days teaching online English composition and seeing no one except his nurse and only friend, 
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Liz. Charlie has let his weight balloon and neglected his health ( he has a serious cardiac  

problem) since the lingering and somewhat mysterious death of his male ex-Mormon partner, 

Liz’s brother. That partner withered away after attending a Mormon service conducted by his 

father. His death is a haunting memory and mystery for Charlie. 

 Charlie has a dangerous cardiac episode after a surprise visit to his house of a young 

Mormon missionary, Elder Thomas, Charlie decides to reach out, after many years of 

estrangement, to his teenage daughter, Ellie, whom he abandoned along with his wife for 

his new male lover.  Ellie is a loner who posts hate-filled blogs or pictures of people on line or 

on facebook. Lured by a promise that he will leave to her his entire wealth of $160,000, Ellie 

agrees to help her invalid father who wheezes and can barely walk across the room.  

 Elder Thomas is also not quite what he seems. Charlie seems surprised that he always 

comes to visit him alone, without the usual co-Mormon missionary. Ellie flirts with him and  

persuades him to smoke pot with her. Secretly, she posts the picture of him smoking pot on her 

facebook page. It turns out Elder Thomas was not really assigned to the Idaho town he is  

visiting. He had a scuffle with his fellow co-Mormon missionary in Oregon and went AWOL. 

 He had become frustrated that so many people the young Mormon missionaries 

approach just brush them off. He desperately wants to truly help someone in need. Charlie 

becomes his chosen victim for help. 

  Elder Thomas’ parents happened to see the hateful posting of Ellie and reach out 

in love and forgiveness to him. Neither Ellie nor Liz have much time of day for him and tell 

him he would be better off leaving Charlie alone.  But Charlie wants Elder Thomas to do him  

one big favor.  He wants to know what was the topic of the Mormon sermon his partner’s 

father preached that led to his partner giving up on life and just withering away to his death. 

It turns out it was not some specific lashing out at homosexuality or at his son. It was merely  

the familiar tale of Jonah and the whale. In Elder Thomas’ understanding of the story, the whale  

represented evil and a turning away from God. He surmised that Charlie’s partner saw his  

relationship with Charlie, a kind of whale, as a typical turning away from God.  So, he turns  
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away from Charlie and allows himself to die. 

 There are, of course, two famous symbolic whale stories. That of Jonah and the whale is 

capable of multiple interpretations. After all, by spitting out Jonah, the whale, far from being a 

symbol of evil, is in league with God’s intent that Jonah go to Nineveh. A similarly opaque  

whale symbol is also found in Moby Dick.   In that famous novel, various people interpret the  

great white whale in different ways. Starbuck sees him just as a kind of dangerous dumb 

brute, following his animal instincts. Starbuck opposes Ahab seeking revenge on the whale.  

In a similar way, the captain of another ship who lost an arm to the whale thinks he is best 

left alone.  For Ahab, of course, the whale is an evil power, out of control. It is, of course, Ahab 

who is the evil power, out of control.  

 Charlie is incapable of thinking any evil of others. He even surmises that his daughter  

posted the picture of Elder Thomas smoking dope as an act of kindness, knowing his parents 

might see the picture and respond in love to him.  Yet to the audience there is little growth in  

most of the characters who surround Charlie. Charlie, himself, from beginning to end is simply 

dying. There are no real indications that his daughter Ellie shows any growth away from her 

self-centered hating character. There is a scene of some kind of reconciliation between Charlie 

and his estranged wife Mary.  Liz is faithful to Charlie but like the other characters scornful of 

religion. 

 It is not entirely clear what the play is saying about religion. Three of the four characters 

mistrust it.  Ellie says she agrees with religious people who say we are all sinners and have lost 

our way. But she dislikes it when the religious then think they have been saved and only others 

are now lost and sinners. Liz blames Mormonism for her brother’s death. Yet, the character of  

Elder Thomas does show some growth in the play, as he is reconciled with his parents and feels 

he has done a real favor to and for Charlie. The playwright in an interview before the premier of  

The Whale  in New York was asked about the times he thinks about God. He answered: “ The  

times I most think about God are when I’m on the subway, not when I’m on a mountaintop. 

When I am on a mountaintop  I think about worldly things, I think about objects, I think about  
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dirt, I think about landscape, I think about planets. When I’m in a really amazing church, I do 

think about God, but mostly I’m marveling at the religion, not the God. I’m marveling at the  

organization of it, the human part of it, the physical rather than the metaphysical.”.  So, where 

does Sam Hunter find the divine ? “ I find when I worked at Walmart and was in the break  

room and when I’m on the subway and when I’m walking down Tenth Avenue, or when I’m 

home in Idaho and in a Walmart, which seems like such an inconsequential place in what 

the nation might consider an inconsequential town, then I look to the divine much more. You 

know what I mean?” 

 

 The Whale was critically acclaimed by The New York Observer as “ riveting,  

impassioned and arresting” and as “ vibrant and provocative” by The Village Voice. 

By almost any standard very well acted with excellent performances by Nicholas Pelczar 

as  Charlie, Liz Sklar as Liz and Adam Magill as Elder Thomas, The Whale  runs through most of  

October. My colleague and I who saw it together found it an intriguing play but did feel that,  

except for the character of Elder Thomas, the other characters did not show much shift, growth  

or change in character. But in the final analysis, as in Jonah and the whale and in Moby Dick the  

most intriguing question is: just what is the symbol and character of the whale ? How should we 

interpret it?  As something evil or as something actually benign ? 

  


